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Professional Background 

I, Gary W. LaVigna, do hereby depose and state as follows: 

1. I am the Clinical Director at (and co-owner ot) the Institute for Applied 

Behavior Analysis (IABA) in Los Angeles, California. I have held that position since 

1981. In that position, my duties and responsibilities include providing clinical direction 

and oversight for almost 600 staff in their provision of a range of services to children and 

adults with intellectual disability and other disorders. These services include Supported 

Living, Supported Employment, Intensive Support, Early Intervention, In-home 

Behavioral Respite, Forensic, Crisis Prevention and Resolution, Training and 

Consultation Services all in support of children, adolescents and adults with challenging 

behavior. ("Challenging behavior" or "problem behavior" is defmed as "culturally 

abnonnal behaviour(s) of such intensity, frequency or duration that the physical safety of 

the person or others is placed in serious jeopardy, or behaviour which is likely to 

seriously limit or deny access to the use of ordinary community facilities" (Emerson, 
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1995).) I have a Ph.D. in the fields of clinical pSychology and applied behavior analysis 

from the University of Chicago. I am licensed as a clinical psychologist in California and 

I am certified as a behavior analyst by the Behavior Analysis Certification Board. (See 

attached curriculum vitae.) 

2. My work has included supporting people with the most severe and 

challenging behavior (including extreme self injury and physical aggression) using 

positive behavior support, including those whose problems, in fact, could not and were 

not solved using a punitive approach attempted by others. (e.g., La Vigna, Willis & 

Donnellan, 1989; LaVigna & Willis, 1992; and LaVigna & Willis, 2012). 

Synthesis 

3. In the course of my career, which includes 7 years as a staff pSychologist 

at a state hospital (where the Autism unit I worked on was initially placed on the 

psychiatric side of the hospital and then was reassigned to the Developmental Disability 

side) and 4 years as clinical director of another community-based agency before forming 

!ABA 31 years ago, there has been a fundamental shift in the field of applied behaVior 

analysis (ABA) in support of people with challenging behavior. Based on the ethical 

requirement that the least restrictive procedure be used consistent with effective 

treatment, in the early days, i.e., more than 25 years ago, some practitioners would 

sometimes use two forms of punishment· to reduce the occurrence of challenging 

behavior. The first of these two forms included consequences that applied aversive 

stiniuli or events such as those used at the Judge Rotenburg Center (JRC), including, but 

not limited to, painful spanks, pinches, muscle squeezes, and more recently, contingent 
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electric shock. The second of these two forms included loss of privileges and restrained 

time out, i. e., phys~cal restraint to prevent access to anything desired, also used by JRe. 

4. However, given the significant amount of research that has been carried 

out over the last quarter of century, starting in 1985, the field of positive behavior 

supports (PBS), i. e., applied behavior analysis without punishment, has been firmly 

established. Professionals who have extensively used evidenced-based PBS over the past 

25 years have reached a consensus opinion that punitive procedures are not necessary 

and, therefore, are not ethical. 

5. The cl~cal and empirical support for this consensus opinion is 

considerable and has significantly changed profession3.I standards of care when applying 

behavior analysis in support of people with challenging behavior. The first study of the 

efficacy of PBS was published in 1985 (Donnellan, LaVigna, Zambito & Thvedt). In 

January 1987, the field and study of PBS was promising but still in its infancy. Over"the 

past twenty-five years, numerous studies have established the effectiveness of PBS. 

6. In fact, some studies have shown that PBS can be effective in cases where 

punishment has failed (e.g., LaVigna, Willis & Donnellan, 1989; LaVigna & Willis, 

1992; LaVigna & Willis, 2012). 

7. PBS that meets defined standards can solve the most serious problems, 

even ~hen they occur at a high rate, is accessible to those who need it and is cost 

effective for fimding agencies. (See Appendix A for an exru::nple of defined standards for 

evaluating a behavioral assessment and associated behavior support plan. These 

standards have been evaluated as clinically valid and have been used in various research 
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studies (e.g., Ballmaier, 1992; LaVigna, Christian & Willis, 2005; and Crates & Spicer, 

2012).) 

. 8. There has not been a single peer reviewed research study to show that 

punitive strategies have been necessary when PBS has been tried and meets objectively 

defined (current) standards (of care) .. 

9. Accordingly, unlike the professional opinion that may have prevailed in 

the mid 1980~ s, the use of punishment is now considered professionally unnecessary and 

inappropriate. Behavior analysts are ethically bound to use the least restrictive methods 

consistent with effective treatment 

Introduction 

10. While there is a long history of debate in the field of ABA about whether 

or not there is a proper role for punishment in the support of people with challenging 

behavior, there is universal agreement that the behavior analyst has the ethical 

responsibility to recommend and use the least restrictive methods consistent with 

effective treatment (http://bacb.com/; http://www.abainternational.or~VanHouten.et 

al., 1988). 

11. A fundamental principle in behavior analysis is that the behavior analyst 

recommends reinforcement rather than punishment whenever possible. In other words, 

the behavior analyst recommends the least restrictive form of treatment that will be 

effective. Given this ethical principle, there are still those who maintain that punishment 

is sometimes necessary. In asserting this position, articles (e.g., Lerman & Vorndran, 

2002) have cited literature from the 1990's (e.g., Grace et al., 1994; Hagopian, 1998; 
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Wacker et al., 1990). Such reliance makes this position dated since it does not take into. 

account the research trends and findings in the area of positive behavior support over the 

last nearly two decades. See LaVigna and Willis (2012) for a recent literature review of 

developments in PBS. 

12. PBS, as it has developed over the lastquarter-:century, includes the trends 

and strategies outlined below. Punitive 'procedures, also known as "punishment" or 

"aversives" or "aversive interventions," can take a variety of forms. In the 1986 

"Settlement Agreement," entered into by the Behavioral Research Institute ("BRI"), 

which now operates as JRC, and the Massachusetts Office for Children, certain types of 

''physical aversive procedures" are listed. At the time of the Settlement Agreement, the 

types of procedures JRC used included: "spanks, pinches and muscle squeezes, and the 

restrained time-out." See Settlement Agreement at ~ A3, pp. 2-3. At the time of the 

Settlement Agreement, these listed ''physical aversive procedures" were "considered the ' 

most intrusive, most restrictive fonns of treatment." Id. (emphasis added). Also, as BRI 

explained in its Second Amended Complaint in this action ''BRI has also employed 

certain aversive techniques since its inception. The aversive techniques employed by 

BRI to decrease its students' aggressiveness and self-destructiveness consist of the 

application of stimulation that BRI students will seek to avoid, such as water sprays, taste 

aversives and muscle squeezes. When necessary, these aversive techniques are used in 

conjunction with mecruinical restraints. BRI employs these punitive, aversive techniques 

not as a punishment, but as p'art of a systematic behavior modification program. BRI 

employs these techniques in lieu of anti-psychotic medication and other more restrictive 
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procedures such as seclusion and electroshock." Second Amended Complaint at, 16 

(emphasis added). 

13. Instead of the procedures listed in the 1986 Settlement Agreement or the 

Second Amended Complaint, it is my understanding that JRC now uses contingent skin 

shock as one of, if not its primary, aversive technique. I understand, based in part on a 

"OED Electronics Report" generated in November 2009 by Bay Computer Associates for 

JRC, that JRC now uses two contingent skin shock devices - the OED and the OED-4. 

According to this November 2009 report, the OED delivers a shock with a "nominal 

voltage of 12.0 Volts" and that the OED-4 delivers a shock with a "nominal voltage of 

22.2 VoltS." Contingent skin shock, in general, is more intrusive and more restrictive 

than the procedures JRC used at the time of the Settlement Agreement. Based on the 

voltage of shock administered, the GED-4 is more intrusive and restrictive than the GED. 

14. Contingent skin shock is a much more intrusive and restrictive 

intervention than any of the interventions listed in the Second Amended Complaint or by 

the parties in the Settlement Agreement. 

15. There is near-universal agreement that contingent skin shock is 

professionally unnecessary and inappropriate because there are other, far less restrictive 

methods available to treat challenging behaviors, as detailed below. 

IDstorical Trends 

16. There have been a number of themes embedded in the research trends that 

have established positive behavior supports as ABA in support of people with 

challenging behavior. These trends are rooted in the broad range of outcomes established 
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in the field for a behavior support plan. These outcomes, which are metrics for 

measuring progress, include not only the rapid reduction of the occurrence and episodic 

severity of the challenging behavior itself (meaning that the challenging behavior occurs 

less frequently and is less serve when it does occur), but also the generalization and 

durability of these gains in settingS beyond the treatment setting (meaning that progress 

toward positive outcomes can be replicated outside of the treatment setting), minimizing 

negative side effects, assuring acceptability to the service recipient regarding the plan's 

objectives and methods, and improvement in the focus person's overall quality of life as 

measured by socially valued outcomes (Favell, et al., 1982). The literature demonstrates 

that, when using these generally accepted outcome measures for any behavioral support 

plan, PBS is effective in the treatment of even the most challenging behaviors. 

Trend #1: Move· from Experimental Research with Animals to Applied 
Research with People 

17. One trend in the research associated with this broad range of outcomes has 

been a move away from basic research us~g animals as subjects to applied research with 

people, since acceptability and improved quality of life are not applicable outcome 

measures with animals. 

18. One example of how the literature on punishment fails to account for this 

trend is Lerman and Vorndran (2002), in which the authors reviewed more than three 

dozen experimental and/or animal studies in support of using punishment in supporting 

people with challenging behavior. One of these references (Van Houten, 1983) explicitly 

ties the use of punishment to the "animal laboratory," as indicated in the title 

"Punishment: from the animal laboratory to the applied setting. " 
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19. In contrast, the research of the past 25 years contributing to the 

development of positive behavior plans in support of people with 'chall~ing behavior 

cites virtually exclusively applied research with people; the PBS literature of the last 

quarter century does not rely on the animal studies. The Qistinction is critical because 

animal studies are largely inapplicable when considering the broader context of all the 

required outcomes for people (e.g., Carr, et al., 2002; LaVigna & Willis, 2005a; 2012) . 
..... 

Trend #2: Move from Behavior Support Plans with Isolated Strategies to 
Behavior Support Plans with a Fully Defined Structure . 

20. Over the past twenty-five years, there has been growing awareness that 

behavior support plans muSt be comprised of multiple procedures. Multiple procedures 

are used to address and designed to achieve a variety of desired outcomes. By contrast, 

one procedure alone does not produce broad range of desired outcomes. 

21. Ibis trend was anticipated in Alternatives to Punishment (LaVigna & 

Donnellan, 1986), in which hundreds of research studies of isolated (positive) strategies 

were reviewed. In a concluding chapter, we acknowledged that the desired effects, 

including the direct effects on the challengiilg behavior, may require "additive," i.e., 

multiple strategies. 

22. lbis recognition has evolved into a defined set of standards, defined 

below, for the strategies t!mt a behavior support plan needs to include when less inchisive 

plans have not been effective (e.g., Carr, et al., 2002; LaVigna & Willis, 200580 2012; 

La Vigna, Christian & Willis, 2005). A minimum of one procedure, if not more than one, 

would be included under each strategic heading in a full multi-element plan: 
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Strategy #1: Ecological Strategies 

23. Challenging behaviors are often, at least partly, a function of a mismatch 

between the person's needs and characteristics and the physical, interpersonal, and/or 

service environments. Fully developed positive behavior support plans include strategies 

for "smoothing the fit" by eliminating these mismatches. Some examples of 

enviromnental changes include: 

• 

• 

the physical environment may need to be altered by reducing the amount of 

noise and/or crowding; 

the interpersonal environment may reqUIre staff to interact using a 

"prescriptive" style (Le., as described in an "interaction style" procedural 

protocol) rather than their natural style of interaction. An example of this 

would be a protocol which prescribed, among other things, a specific script to 

follow when needing to deny access to something the person may want or be 

asking for, in order to minimize the likelihood of triggering a episode of the 

challenging behavior; 

the interpersonal environment may need to have staff assigned who are fluent 

in the communication system (for example, sign language) or language (for 

example, Spanish) used by the focus person; 

the service environment may need to have a richer staffing ratio; 

the service environment may require the benefit of different teaching methods, 

for example, "discrete trial teaching" (a very structured method which 

removes all irrelevant stimuli that may distract the student) or "direct 
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instruction" (which uses lectures and/or demonstrations) as opposed to least to 

most "correction prompting" (which can lead to a dependence on prompts 

from the teacher) (Donnellan, LaVigna, Negri-Shoultz, & Fassbender, 1988). 

24. Such environmental changes are. often aimed at directly improving the 

person's quality of life. but may also represent "establishing operations" (Michael, 1993) 

that reduce the likelihood of the challenging behavior. ("Establishing operations" are 

setting events that can occur minutes, hours, days or even longer before a behavior that 

may increase or decrease a person's reactivity to an antecedent to a behavior or increase a 

person's motivation to achieve or avoid a consequence for a behavior.) Further, for both 

of these reasons, (both contributing to a high quality of life and maintaining a setting 

event that is likely to be associated with the lower likeI~ood of challenging behavior), 

certain changes will have to be maintained even after the behavior challenge is brought 

under control in order to- maintain the desired treatment outcomes. For example, if our 

ecological strategies included making sure that the person spent his days with people who 

understand sign language given that he is deaf and that sign language is his main means 

of communication, even after his challenging behavior is solved, he will still need to be 

with people who understand and who can use sign language. 

Strategy #2: Positive Programming Strategies 

25. It is fundamental to ABA that a behavior support plan includes the 

teaching of new skills to expand the focus person's behavioral repertoire (Goldiamond, 

1974; 1975). In multi-element planning, these are referred to as ''positive programs" and 

each recommendation for a positive program includes a specific instructional objective 

'and a specific instructional method. There are four specific skill c~tegories that should be 
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included in a fully developed, positive, multi-element support · plan: general skills, 

functionally equivalent skills, functionally related skills, and coping and tolerance skills. 

26. General skills include self-care, domestic, community, recreational, and 

academic skills. It is likely that the larger the behavioral repertoire under the person's 

command, the lower the likelihood that challenging behavior will occur (Goldiamond, 

1974; 1975). Further, to the extent that (at least some of) these skills will give the person 

direct access to reinforcing activities, items or events (for example, the ability to cook a 

hQmemade pizza, or to access their favorite TV show without staff or parent assistance or 

participation) these reinforcers will compete with the 'reinforcers that are motivating the 

·challenging behavior. 

27. FunctionaUy equivalent skills rest on the premise that whans referred to 

as challenging behavior always serve a legitimate function; put another way, that the 

challenging behavior meets a particular need for the individual (e.g., a need or desire for 

something to eat or drink or the need to escape an aversive environment or activity). The 

rationale for including functionally equivalent skills in a multi-element support plan is to 

teach the focus person a more socially acceptable way of getting that need met. One 

major strategy for doing this to teach the person how to communicate the message they 

are communicating through their challenging behavior in a more socially acceptable way. 

'Ibis is referred to in the literature as functional communication training (Carr & Durand, 

1985) . . An example would be teaching the person how to communicate "no" or "I don't 

understand" or "I don't know how" or "I want ." While functional communication 

training represents one way to teach a functionally equivalent skill, it is not the only way 

to do so. For example, someone may engage in PICA behavior (i.e., dangerously eating 
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inedible objects) when they are hungry in order to access something to ingest. A 

functionally equivalent skill could be for the person to be able to communicate their 

hunger to another person. Alternatively, the person could be taught, whenever they are 

hungry, to independently (without staff or parent presence or participation) go to the 

kitchen, open the refrigerator door, and access the yogurt, veggie sticks. or :fresh fruit that 

has been placed there for just that purpose. 

28. Functionally related skills do not serve the same -function as the 

challenging behavior or the functionally equivalent skill but are related to that function. 

For example, we may be teaching the person to independently access a snack or to 

prepare one to meet bunger/need to ingest motivated behavior, but a skill related to this is 

to be able to discriminate between edible and inedible items. If this skill is' missing from 

the person's repertoire, it will be necessary to teach it. -Further examples might include 

teaching the person to follow an explicit rule, teaching the person when, where and under 

what circumstances it is acceptable to engage in the behavior, how to make choices 

(increasing the choices available would go under the heading of ecological strategies), 

and how to use a visual schedule to predict what is going to happen (introducing a visual 

schedule would also go under the beading of ecological strategies). 

29. Coping and tolerance skills are, technically, functionally related skills 

since they are aimed at giving the focus person the ability to cope with and tolerate the 

typical antecedents associated with the higher likelihood of the challenging behavior but 

to be able to do that without exhibiting the behavior. These skills are so important for 

durable outcomes that, although they are functionally related, they justify a category of 

their own. To say it another way, these skills allow the person to cope with and tolerate 
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the naturally occurring adverse events that are part of life but that, for the focus person, 

increase the likelihood of the challenging behavior. Examples of antecedents that may 

increase the likelihood of challenging behavior but which are part of life include being 

told you have to wait for something you want, being told you can't have something you 

want, having to do something you don't want to do, beingtoo hot, being too cold, etc. 

Unfortunately, the list of naturally occuning adverse events. is a long, perhaps unending, 

list. Ironically, the more successful we are in helping the people we support live a typical 

life, the more we assure that they will come into contact with these realities. To the 

extent that the realities are associated with a higher likelihood of challenging behavior, 

our plans need to include positive programs teaching them how to cope with and tolerate 

these events in more socially acceptable ways. 

Strater" #3: Focused Sw;pon Strategies 

30. It will take a while to "smooth the fif' in the ecological mismatches that 

are identified. It will take a while to teach the skills that are identified for the positive 

programs that make up the multi-element plan. Accordingly, focused support strategies 

are also included in order to prevent occurrences of the challenging behavior to the 

greatest extent possible. That is, in the multi-element model, the definition and role of a 

focused support strategy is to reduce and, if possible, eliminate the need for a reactive 

strategy by reducing the occurrence of the challenging behavior. Perhaps one of the most 

effective focused support strategies is antecedent control (LaVigna & Donnellan, 1986; 

Luiselli & Cameron, 1998). While ecological and positive programming strategies are 

aimed at long-tenn and permanent outcomes, focused support, i.e., preventative 
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strategies, are aimed toward the more immediate goal of reducing if not eliminating the 

occurrence of the challenging behavior. 

31. Anteced.ettt control is inherently superior to punishment as a rapid control 

strategy as it is a before-the-fact procedure that may preclude the occurrence of the 

challenging behavior, while punishment is an after-the-fact procedure that requires the 

occurrence of the challenging behavior. 

32. There are two major variations to antecedent control. The fIrst involves 

removing the antecedents associated with the higher likelihood of the challenging 

behavior. For example, this may mean not asking or requiring the person to do those 

things they do not want to do. The second involves introducing antecedents associated 

with the lower likelihood.ofthe behavior. For example, this may require the provision of 

an exceptionally :frequent schedule for the delivery of the person's preferred events based 

on the clock and calendar rather than being based on behavior. In both cases, such 

antecedent control strategies would be paired with positive programs aimed at teaching 

skills for coping with and tolerating the naturally occurring antecedents, e.g., the need to 

perform an important but non-preferred activity or the need to tolerate a more typical 

schedule of preferred events. 

33. Another whole category of possible focused support strategies involves 

certain schedules of reinforcement. For example, one particularly useful schedule is the 

differential reinforcement of other behavior (DRO). In this schedule the criterion for 

reinforcement is the non-occurrence of the target behavior for a specified period of time, 

regardless of what else the person does or doesn't do. In fact, one of the more powerful 

variations of this schedule is the differential reinforcement of other behavior with a 
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progressively increased amount of reinforcement available for each consecutive interval 

during which the target behavior does not occur (DROP), up to a specified maximum 

(La Vigna & Donnellan, 1986). In fact, with a clear and concrete enough explanation of 

the reinforcement contingency, and with the use of a significant magnitude of 

reinforcement, such schedules can also preclude the occurrence of target behavior as 

behavior can be rule-governed as well as contingency-governed (Hayes, 1989). That is, 

telling someone how they can earn a reinforcer can lead to a direct and iriunediate change 

in behavior before the person even experiences earning the reinforcer. 

34. . For example, I had the opportunity to work with a 17-year old girl with 

Aspergers Syndrome upon her discharge from a locked psychiatric hospital. She was 

going home since no residential school would accept her given the seriousness of her 

challenging behavior. Specifically, she would run away from her home (and bad even 

run away from the psychiatric hospital). It would sometimes take up to a week for her to 

be found and broUght back home. While gone, she would engage in promiscuous sex 

with homeless men and any other men who would accept her invitation. This behavior 

was justifiably considered to be life threatening, since she could have ended up with a 

violent male or she could have contracted a fatal sexually transmitted disease. (It may be 

worth mentioning here that from its roots [Donnellan, et aI., 1985] and throughout its 

history to the present [LaVigna & Willis, 2012], PBS has proven effective regardless of 

the person's diagnosis or functioning level, including severe and profound mental 

retardation.) 

35. To simplify it, the comprehensive functional assessment for this girl 

concluded that this behavior was motivated by her desperate desire to interact socially 
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with others and reflected her marked inability and frustration in her struggle to meet these 

critical needs. Based on this conclusion, a full multi-element PBS plan was developed 

and implemented, but the critical piece was the focused support strategy that was 

included to prevent her from running away. 

36. This involved a progressive DRO (DROP) schedule of reinforcement in 

which she could eam anywhere from 1 - 10 exchangeable tokens, depending on how 

many consecutive days she had gone without running away. 1bat is, she could earn one 

token for the first day she did not run away, two for the second day in a row, three for the 

third, up to ten tokens for the tenth consecutive day and then 10 tokens for every 
, , 

consecutive day thereafter. Whenever she had accumulated 300 tokens (which she would 

ultimately be able to do once a month), she was able to turn those in for a grab in the grab 

bag. There were always five wrapped gifts in the grab bag, for example, articles of 

clothing, gift certificates to the movies, etc. However, in every grab bag, one of the 

wrapped gifts was a $100 bill. This was what she really was hoping for since she had a 

very strong desire to shop in various thrift stores and charity shops to buy articles of 

clothing. Her allowance simply did not give her the money she very much wanted. This 

schedule was affordable to her family as she, at most, would get one "grab" a month, and 

on average, pick the $100 bill one out offive times (for an average monthly cost of $20). 

Cognitively, she was able to understand this schedule of reinforcement and with its 

implementation she stopped running away immediately. This kept her safe, allowing the 

rest of the PBS plan to be implemented leading to the entire range of outcomes desired, 

including teaching her safe ways of getting her socialization and relationship needs met 
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37. Similar methods have proven effective for people with less cognitive 

ability. For example, in LaVigna & Willis, 1992, we effectively used PBS to support a 

person with severe self injurious behavior. This -person was diagnosed with Autism and 

was also deaf due to maternal rubella and was considered to have a very low level of 

functional skills. He had been treated by another ' agency using extremely punitive 

procedures (e.g., bare bottomed smacks) without success. After a comprehensive 

functional assessment, a full PBS plan was developed and implemented successfully. . 

38. In addition to DRO and its variations, Other schedules of reinforcement, 

for example, the differential reiDforcement of alternative responses or the differential 

reinforcement of low rates of responding can also be used as focused support strategies as 

well as other procedures such as stimulus satiation which involves giving the person 

greater than even wanted, free access to the reinforcer maintaining the challenging 

behavior (La Vigna & Donnellan, 1986), for example, free acCess to a fruit bowl to satisfy 

one's desire for food. 

Strategy #4: Reactive Strategia 

39. Fully developed multi~element, positive behavior support 'plans also 

include reactive strategies. In such plans, the role of a reactive strategy is not to teach a 

lesson or to reduce the future occurrence of the behavior, as would be the role of 

punishment. In the full multi-element approach, the responsibility for future effects is 

assigned to the proactive ecological, positive programming and focused support 

strategies. 

40. The role of the reactive strategy is narrow but important, i.e., to get the 

quickest, safest control over the behavior (LaVigna & Willis, 2005b). Rapid and safe 
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situational management may be accomplished through such strategies as: (a) ignoring the 

challenging behavior, that is, continuing with what you were doing as if the behavior has 

not occurred, knowing you will naturally redirect the person back to the scheduled 

activity; (b) explicitly redirecting the person to the activity at hand; (c) providing 

informational feedback to the person, for example, reminding them what they are 

working toward; (d) prompting a preferable response (for example, prompting the use of 

the functionally equivalent skill being taught through positive programming); (e) active 

listening; and (t) stimulus change. 

41. In cases of particularly severe behaviors and/or in cases where t:b-e reactive 

strategies listed above have not worked, it may also be necessary to use what are referred 

to as "counter-intuitive strategies" (LaVigna & Willis, 2002). They are called counter" 

intuitive because, at first glance, they would appear to be strategies that would reinforce 

the target behavior. Counter-intuitive reactive strategies include getting rapid and safe 

control over the target behavior by redirecting the person to a preferred event or activity 

or, even, capitulating as a way of getting the dangerous behavior to stop, that is, giving 

the person what he wants or allowing the person to escape the current demand, if that is 

what he wants. 

42. There is certainly an intuitive element to such strategies, ie., it is very 

likely that access to a strongly preferred event or activity or being allowed to escape an 

unwanted event or activity will interrupt a behavioral episode. The counter-intuitive 

element is that such strategies would appear to set the target behavior up for 

reinforcement, making it more likely to occur under similar circumstances in the future. 

However, behaviors that are followed by preferred events are not always reinforced by 
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those events. Preventing reinforcement from occurring under thes,? circumstances can be 

understood within the full context of non-linear ABA (Goldiamond & Thompson, 1967, 

reprinted in 2004). For example, non-contingent access to the preferred event being used 

(as part of the proactive plan) and a DROP schedule aimed at the target behavior are 

among the non-linear establishing operations, i.e., setting events as described above, that 

can prevent reinforcement from occurring. (The phrase non-linear is used to make 

explicit that the understanding of behavior using ABA goes beyond simply understanding 

the A-B-C's (antecedents, behavior, consequences). History, setting events, rules, and 

other factors also need to be fully considered.) 

Trend #3: Move to Additional Measures. Principles and Procedures 

43. While the severity of challenging behavior has always been a focus in 

ABA (Favell, et aI., 1982), changes in severity have not typically been measured in either 

basic or applied research. In 2005, episodic severity was introduced to the field of ABA 

as an outcome measure (La Vigna & Willis 2005b). 

44. Episodic severity is defined as the quantified measure of the intenSity or 

gravity of each behavioral incident, summarized by calculating both the average level· of 

severity and range of severity over a specified period of time, based on the quantified 

measure of severity selected. The objective is to have a reduction in episodic severity 

measured as one of the outcomes in a behavior support plan. 

45. In a multi-element positive behavior support plan, the responsibility for 

reducing the episodic severity of the target behavior is assigned to the reactive strategies. 

46. For example, the episodic severity of tantrum behavior might be m~ 

by the duration (in minutes) of each tantrum that occurs, with the behavior support plan 
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being responsible fot reducing the average duration and the top of the range over the 

specified period of time. The episodic severity of each incident of physical aggression or 

self injury might be measured by a five point scale, with level five being the measUre of 

episodic severity when the incident results in the need for someone to receive medical 

treatment, level four being the measure if fIrst aid is required (but not medical treatment), 

level three if there is resulting redness and/or bruising (but not the need for medical 

treatment or first aid), and so on. For example, in such a case, if during the initial week 

of plan implementation, the average level of episodic severity was 3.5, with a range of 

from 1 to 5, but after 4 weeks of implementation, the average level was 1.8, with a range 

offrom 1 to 3, we would consider this to represent considerable improvement. 

47. The introduction of episodic severity as a new dependent variable (i. e .• 

outcome measure) for ABA in support of people with challenging behavior also required 

the introduction of new principles and procedures because reactive strategies in the multi-

element model are measured by their situational effects whereas the traditional principles 

and procedures of ABA are defined by their future effects. 

48. Resolution and Escahltion are two of these new principles (La Vigna & 

Willis, 2005b). 

49. Resolution is defined as the reactive presentation or withdrawal of a 

stimulus or event that results in the immediate reduction of the likelihood of response 

continuation or escalation. 

50. In contrast, escalation is defined as the reactive presentation or withdrawal 

of a stimulus or event that results in an increase in the immediate probability. of response 

continuation or escalation. 
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51. When developing a multi-element behavior support plan, with the 

availability and use of the new outcome measure of episodic severity and with the new 

principles and procedures of resolution and escalation at hand, we can explicitly take 

responsibility for recommending reactive strategies, or for that matter, consequences, that 

result in resolution (reductions in episodic severity), rather than escalation (increases in 

episodic severity). 

Trend #4: Move from Functional Analysis Alone to an Emphasis on 
Functional Assessment 

52. It is generally agreed upon that understanding the variables that control 

challenging behavior can be essential in developing an effective behavior support plan. 

A formal, if limited, method for perfonning a "functional analysis" has been amply 

described in the ABA literature (e.g., Iwata, et al., 1982; Hanley, Iwata & McCord, 

2003). In order to identify the complex variables that may be contributing to the 

behavior, however, the full multi-element approach, and, for that matter, positive 

behavior support in general, relies more typically on the "functional assessment" of the 

behavior as described by Kanfer and Saslow (1969) and Schwartz, Goldiamond and 

Howe (1975). 

53. With this functional assessment approach, the possible contributing factors 

of certain historical setting events, organismic variables · (e.g., certain neurological 

impairments such as poor impulse control), behavioral skills repertoire and other factors 

that are not identified through a functional analysis alone can be identified to further 

empower a full multi-element support plan. 

54. For example, we had a client once whose extreme challenging behavior 

was primarily triggered when she was required to go somewhere in a car. She did not 
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want to get into the car. Based on a functional analysis, this woUld be understood in 

operant terms as ''task avoidance'· behavior. However, as a result of" a functional 

asse.ssment, we learned that she had been sexually abused as a child by her father in the 

family car. Accordingly, her behavioral support plan included providing counseling and 

therapy to help her deal with this traumatic childhood experience and her behavior 

challenges were solved with a strictly positive plan. (The lack of such therapy and 

counseling could be understood as an ecological mismatch with reference to the service 

environment.) Within months she was confidently and without resistance willing and 

able to go to various places in a car. 

55. Using punishment because this individual refused to get into the car would 

not have been ethical. Nor would it be ethical to use punishment if a person's physical 

aggression were due to a psychomotor seizure, that is, due to a neurological event. 

Review of Specific Research That Meets Defined Criteria. 

56. The above sections describe a multi-element model for providing positive 

behavioral support for people who exhibit seriously challenging behavior without 

needing to resort to the use of punisbment techniques. Positive behavior support is ABA 

in support of people with challenging behavior. It is aimed at producing the broad range 

of outcomes prescribed by ABA in support of people with such challenges. 

57. There have been challenges raised as to the efficacy and usefulness of PBS 

in a number of ways (Foxx, 2005; Johnston et al., 2006). These have included the 

assertion that PBS is not effective with really serious challenging behavior, it is not 

effective with high rate behavior, it is not effective in institutional settings, it is 
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prohibitively expensive, and it is not accessible to most who would need it because to 

meet the rigorously defined criteria requires highly trained specialists that would not be 

available to most people. 

58. In fact, the standards of care defined above are measurable. (For eXample, 

see the evaluation instrument attached to this affidavit.) Recently, the Journal of 

Intellectual and Developmental Disability (JIDD) published a series of articles reporting 

research on the efficacy of positive behavior support. One of these articles provided a 

literature review (LaVigna & Willis, 2012) of the published research addressing the 

questions that have been raised regarding PBS. lbree other articles published as a part of 

this series added to this literature (Crates & Spicer, 2012; McClean & Grey, 2012a; 

20 12b). To be included in the literature review or as a study in this series, the standards 

of care described above needed to have been met. Excluded were any studies that 

addressed behavior challenges that would not be considered particularly severe, for 

example, non-compliance, and studies that may have been self-described as positive but 

which, in fact, included punitive strategies. The studies included control group 

comparison studies, multiple baseli.'le across subjects studies, and Type 3 case studies 

that met Kazdin's (1981) criteria allowing the drawing of valid inferences (for example, 

case studies that included continuous data collection through baseline, intervention and 

follow-up and that involved subjects with different diagnoses exhibiting different 

behaviors that are typically resistant to change.) 

59. All told, there were 15 studies (12 summarized in the literature review and 

3 additional studies published as part of the 'special JIDD series). In fact, some of the 

cases included those for whom a punitive approach had. previously been tried and failed. 
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These 15 studies reported the results for over 500 cases. The findings support the 

conclusions that: (1) PBS is effective with the most severe (as well as the less severe) 

behavior challenges; (2) PBS is effective with high rate (as well as low rate) behavior 

challenges; (3) PBS can be used effectively in institutional as well as community settings; 

(4) PBS is cost effective; and (5) PBS is easily disseminable and accessible to those who 

need it. 

60. Given the ethical principle of using the least restrictive methods, these 

findings have important implications for practitioners in the field. If a practitioner were 

to argue that the positive approach was tried and failed, thereby justifYing the use of 

punitive procedures, the burden of proof should include a clear demonstration that those 

attempts to solve the problem using positive strategies met the standards of care 

described above, including the performance of a comprehensive functional assessment 

and the implementation of a fully developed multi-element plan. This standard is not 

always met in the field (e.g., Salvy, et al., 2004). 
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Conclusion 

61. In conclusion, when positive behavior supports meet certain standards of 

care, punishment is not necessary. Given the fundamental, guiding principle that 

effective treatment must be accomplished by the least restrictive means necessary, 

punisbment cannot be justified,. ~shmerit is inherently more intrusive than PBS. The 

evidence of the past twenty-five years has demonstrated the efficacy of PBS in treating 

individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities who exhibit challenging 

behaviors. PBS has reached the point where it is the generally accepted standard of care 

in the relevant treatment community. Accordingly, regulating bodies, human rights 

committees, and funding agencies have not just the right but.the obligation to restrict and 

regulate against the use of punishment. Punishment is unnecessary, and is not the 

accepted standard of care in the relevant treatment community. 

Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury this 6th day of February, 2013. 
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COMMONWEALTII OF MASSACHUSEtTS 

BiUSTOL, S8 PROBATE AND FAMILY COURT 

iUDGE ROTENBERG EDUCATIONAL 
CENTER, INC., et aI., 

Plaintiffs, 
v. 

COMMISSIONERS of the DEPARTMENT OF 
DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES ~d the ' . 
DEPARTMENT OF EARLY EDUCATION AND CARE, - . . ... 

D~endants. 

DEPARTMENT . . 
NO; 86E-0018-GI 

AFFIDAVIT OFELIN M. HOWE 

I, Elin M. Howe, dQ hereby depose !lD.d s~ CiS follQws: 

I. I am the Commissioner of the Department of .Developmen.ta1 ~ervices .. (''the 
Department" or· "I)DS"). I was appointed to that position in July 2007. (A true 
and accurate Statement of my experience and education,in.the (QI1J1 ofa r~stqlle 
is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.) The mfonnation contained in thiS AffidaVit i's 
based upon my personal knowledge, reports given· to me by ODS ~ and 
records of the Department, unless citherwise indicated. 

2, As Commissioner, I am responsible for p()licy development, planning. 
financing, regulating, managing and providing services to approXi1nately 34,000 
indivicluals With intdlectua1 and deve1o.pmentai dis.~bilities' (includlng adults 
With intellectual disability. childteil with intellectual (tisabiIityOr developmental 
delays, and children with · autism). These services are provided by more than 
6,000 state employees and over 3()O provi~erageiicies~ The. Departznent's 
annual funding is apptox.imately $1.4 billion. The Department curtently 
estimates that the COmmonwealth Will ' receive $525.7 million in fedenU 
reimbursement in fiscal year 2013. 

3. The Department provides 2417 residential services (in state-opetated 
contrilunity-based honies. state-operate4 intertnedia~e cllie facilities for the 
persons with intellectual disability ("ICFs'~), and ptovider-operated community-
based homes), day and eJIlployment services, trallsportation, respite and family 
supports, and behavioral supports to children with autism. 

Professional Background and EXperience 

4. Innnediately prior to being appointed the Commissioner of DDS, from 2003-
2007, I was employed as Vice President of COnsulting Services for the 
Columbus Organization, a national provider of on-site. professional staffing and 
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conSultative services focusing exclusively on ag~ci~ ~ serve individuals 
with speciai needs. In this role. I provided leadership for all of Columbus· 
consulting PJQj~,cts, inclu<ljng proje~ in. the states of California, New Me:rico, 
New Jersey, KentuckY1 Tei.ule$SeC; WasbingtOn.Missourl~, Texas. Ipwa an4 the 
District of. ColUmbia. See Exhibit ,1. 

5. 'WhiJe at GolWl;1bus, I served asaJoin.tly ~le~ed InQ~ndent Monitor in cases 
involving the United States-Depattbieilt of Justice ("DOr,) and claims QD.der, the 
Civil Rights of InstitutiQnal~ Per.sons Act ("CRIPA") against the state Of 
New Jersey w:J.d the New Lisbon Develop,mental Ce~ter (Docket No,: 3:()4-cv-
03708~GEB .. JJH) and the Woodbridge Developmental Center (Docket No:: 3-
OS-cv:"05420.0EB). 1 In this capacity i was, qualified as an expert in the standard 
of care for services for individuals With intellectual "disability. 

6. I also served as the Internal Compliance Monitor for the state of New M~_co 
in a class action lawsuit,.Ja'chon eI al. v; Fort Stanton, et a/~ (Docket No~: Civ. 
No. 87~8j9 IP) and was respQ~ble for monitoring compliance with the terms, 
of the Joint Stipulation on DisengageQ,lent. The Jackson, suit was a clasS S¢ori 
contesting the institutionalization of developmentally disabled individuals at 
state-~pported jnstitutionsJor the disabled in the State of New Me:ric.o. 

7. ill:my role at Columbus. I consulted wiih various' states on achieving 
compliance with applicable federal regulations governing programs and serviceS 
for individuals with intellectual disability. , In this role, I observed and 
monitored state-opetated or funded programs, and advised states on what was 
needed to achieve compl~ce with appliCable standards. 

8. Prior to my role as a federal coUrt monitor, from 1989 to 1993, I wastbe 
Commissioner of ,the New York State Office of Mental Rf:taniation and 
Developmental Disabilities with· responsibility for poliCy development" 
planning, financing, regulating, and providing services to over 75,000 
individuals .with intellectual or developmental disabilities. See Exhibit 1, 

9. In total. I have over 35 years' experience in the field of intellectual. and 
developmental disability as a $eIlior lev.el executive and federal court monitor, 
and am faimliar with the standard of care in both ICF programs arid comm:'i.mity~ 
ba,sed programs for persons With intellectual or ,developmental dis~.bilities. 

10. I aiD. also a ,member of the National State Directors of Developmental 
Disabilities Services (NASDDS), an assOciation of.state directors from around 
the eountry that serves as a policy and pl~g resource for states on issues 
affecting:persons with intellectual disability anddevelopinental services. 

States~ Practiees and the Standard of Care for Behavioral Services 
II. , Over the years in my tole first as a state director for New York1sOffice of 

Mental Re~on and Developmental n.sabilities, (foIPlerly Department of 

I As a condition of my ~ployinent in Massachusetts. 'I requested and received approval to complete my 
,assignments as an indepe.ildentmonitor. A review and approval from the Massachusetts Ethics 
Commission ,Was received in 2007. 2008 and 2009. This w()rk WiI$ completed in 2009. 
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Mental Hygiene, currently the Office for People with Developmental 
Dis.abilities), th~ as a court monitor and more r~enUy ~. Commissioner of the 
Departmen~ I have consistently been charged with develQping ~ revie~ 
the ~dard of Care for pmlODS with intellectual and developmental disability; 
in particular with respect to challenging benaviors. 

12. Over the years, "the practice of behavior modification involving ~ons With 
intellectual and dev:e1opme:ttal disability has' evolved. In particular. the 'rise in 
Positive Behaviorai Supports ("PBS") to treat indivi<iuals with intellectual 
disability $ld autism who have extremely difficult or dangerous behaviors, 
along with enhanced trajning of staff ' and attention to 'the individual's 
environment, is now the overwhelmingly prevalent standard foi SUch services. 

13. Whereas the.use of so-called aversive interventionS or ''pmrishments'' including 
noxious spray, pinches, slaps, and, iater, contingent skin shock. was previously 
acc~pted behavioral treatment of indivi4qaIs with intel1ectual disab.ility~ that is 
no longer the caSe. Aversive interventions have been specifically disalloWed t?f 
banned in many states, and even where not specifically 1?anned by statute, are 
not pennitted as a matter of policy. . 

FederalStandards Regarding Aversives 

14. In. my work as ~ consultant on behalf of various states, I ~ve read and am also 
familiar with. n1.i'rnerous findirig letters, settlement agreements and J'Cm.edies 
Qbtained by DOJ regarding systems of care. for persons with intel1eetual and 
developmental disabilities, including ories in Tex8s~ Keiltucky (Oakwood), New 
Mexico, and Indiana As a consultant, I was also familiar with DOl's 
expectations for behavioral supports in their inv~tigations in Missouri and 
California. 

15. I am familiar with generally accepted standards for behavioral interventions ill 
state-operated and federally-certified facilities. 

16. Based upon my experience, fe4eral authorities charged with compliance of civil 
rights law for indi"Vidtijds with intellectual and developmental disabilities 
emphasize PBS and seek the prohibition of aversive interventions . 

17. I am also familiar with a class action that was settled in Jime of2011, Jensen, e( 
01 . v. Minnesota Department of Human Services in the Federal District Court, 
District of Minnesota, Docket No. 09-CV-177S DWFIFLN. in which plaintiffs 
brought suit against the state. of Minnesota for subjecting their Ohildreri . to 
averSive intervtmtions. The plaintiff class was d.e:fine~ as all individual$ subje<;t 
to the use of aversives or deprivation procedures including :restraints or 
seclusion. The settlem,ent agreement which was entered as an order offueCourt 
in that class action Jitigation eliminated ' the use of any aversives, including 
restraints, for persons within the state's care and estabiished a state-wide 
acceptance of poSitive behavioral sUpports. . 

DDS' Regulation of the Judge Rotenberg Ceu.ter 
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18. Just. prior to my becommg Commissioner in July of 2007; the Department had 
recently emerged ftom a 100year receivership wi~ regard to its relationship to 
the Judge Rotenberg Center ("JRC") imposed by the October 6; 1995 Order of 
the BriStol County Probate Court {"the Receivership Ordef'}. I have been: told 
that during the ieceiversblp the Commissioner and sehior dq;artm.entalstaff met 
quarterly wjth the Receiver andJRC representatives to discuss any disputes 
concerning JRe' s progtams. . 

19. UPQn ~g the. P9sitipo o.f Commissioner! I was advised as to the terms and' 
effect oCtile 19~6 Settlement Agreement which w~ entered as an Order of the 
Bristol County Probate Comton January t, 1987 ("the Settlement Agreement''). 
I was Jliade aware that the Settlement Agt:eemen~ iQ1pos~ ~ duty to Bet ~ '~goQd 
faith" in all regulatory matterS involving JRC. 

20. Although I, ha4 throughout my eareer found that the best. practiCes in. behavior 
management lnvolved positive behavior supports, in ad.Qition tQ the use of 
medication, if required, I have at ail times exercised good faith in my 
i;nteractions with JRC and eschewed bias agaiDst the program. 

21. The Department had, prior' to the receivetship, and has since the· termination of 
the receivership, a slgni£i~t role in the regulation Df JRC. This has· included 
the inv~gation anddispDsitioJi Df coinpJaints Df abuse involving individuals at 
JRe; the appointment of ~dependent clinicians to. review court~approved 
treatment plans; the partiCipatiDn by the Department in the develDpment Of 
individual support plans; the review Df proposals and awards. of contracts 
between the Department and JRC; the approval to. ~cUpy ~d licensing of 
residences occupied by adults with intell~tua1 disability; the· licensing of day 
prDgrams; the review of restraint forms; and ~ program certifi(f8uon to 
administer level ill (av~ve) interventions. 

Investigations into Abuse 

22. PursUant ;to G.L .. ch. 19C. the Disabl¢d Persons Protecticm CDJIUDission 
("DPPC") investigates allegations of abuse against persons with disabilities 
'between the ages of 18. and 5.9, inclu4ing allegations of al>use at mc. Und~ a 
delegated a~thority. the Department also investigates slich COmplaints on behalf 
Df and under the supervision of DPPC. The. Department also investigates 
complaints Df"mistreatment" Under G.L. ch. 19B, 115 C.M.R. 9.00. 

23. PriDr to the receiv~p. and in the contempt action brought against the 
Department, it was alleged that the Department had ~ed t~ jnveStigations 
prDcess unfairly against JRG and that the Department had notified funding 
agencies of SeriDUS allegations Df abuse and deaths at the Judge RDtenberg 
Ce~er priDr to. the "substantiation'" Df any such 'complaints. 

24. In its Revised Verified Third Amended Complaint .for Contempt Pursuant to 
Rule 65.3 of the Massachusetts RU,les Df Civil Procedure, ("TIiird Contempt 
Complaint"), JRC alleged that "[f]rom 1993 to the present time, the Department 
luis reen conducting friVOIDUS ab\lSe investigations at JRC .. The I?epartment has 
used its so~ed abuseinveStigatioos to harass JRC and its staff and to create 
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the appearance tha~ JRC is an abusive agency.~· (A cOpy of this Third COntemft 
. COmplaint is attached hereto as e~bit 2). Third Con~pt Complaint at 1 78. 

25. )R.C went o~. to allege ~t DMR's pursuit _of such "frivolous;' · complaints 
against JRe had iJJiposed inordinate demands on BRIstaff, and that ~'[dlue to 
the bias evident. in all the ~ent's dealings with JRe. these ab~ 
investigations ~ye resulted ilJ. the subSWi#a:tion of the allegations. of abuse by 
inv~gators unqualified to make such :fihdings~ as well as d~fective Action 
flaris to remedy tb,e suppos~ and purported abuse.'Y Third Contempt 
Complaint, n 8 r ·83. 

26. "4t ~ contempf action. JRe a11eg~ that DMR's cOmmunications with JRC'~ 
funding agencies were intended to hartn ;fRe's relationships with those funding 
agencies. See, e.g. .. Third Contempt Complaint atf85. - . 

27. Upon theterrirlnation.ofthereceiversbipon September4, 2006. the· Departnieiit 
resumed the nmction of investigating corilplilihts of abuse at JRe, under the 
DPPC-delegated a,uthority of G.L. cb. 19.C~ and complaints of ~freatment. 
p~t to·115 CMR. 9.00 et seq. Since approximately January 1. 2006, a total 
of 164 cases of alleged abuse involving JRC were reported to the DPPC. Of 
those, approximately 37 cases were "dismissed"; 13 were referred to agencies 
other than DDS (the Department of Early EdUcation . and Care ("DEECj, 
pepartment of Children and Families· ("DCF;'). Department of Mental Health 
(,"DMH"»; 43 were referred to law enf()rcemen~ (and investigation by DDS was 
deferred pending such investigation); 89 were investigated bi the DPPC; and 21 

. cases were,assigned to be investi~a~d by DDS. 

28. Of the 21 cases assigned to: DDS to inv'est:igate,4 resulted in a fitlding of 
"substantiated"; 7 were "unsu:f;stantiated. >t The remaining cases were either 
deferred to law enforcement or resolved administratively. 

29. JRC has several pending appeals of substantiated abuse which are under review. 

30. During this period, thexe has.been no assertion that the Department has been in 
contempt of the Settlement .Agreement insofar as the investigations process is 
concerned . 

. Appointment of Independent Clinicians 

31. Pursuant'to the Settlem~ntAgreem~nt, DMHt as the Department's pr~ecessor, 
was required, when notified of a l-eferral and acceptance of ~ a~i.on to 
JRC, to·arrange for c1ini~ to review the proposedclitrlcal treabnentplans of 
individuals admitted to JRC; these clinicians were to advise the Probate Co.urt 
of their findings and t:ecommendationS. Settlement Agreement, Part A, ,. 7. 

i The Depll{tment referred tQin this p~h is the Department of Mental Retardation or "DMR" is the 
Department otDevelopmental services' ~ecessor agency; the agency name change became effective in 
June 200~. Prior to 1994, the Judge Rotenberg Center operated under the name. Behavior Research Institute 
or "BRl." 
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32. On or arQund December 29; 1988, upon DMH's motion, the BriStol County 
Probate Court amended the Settlement AgrecmI~t to make;: this cIinlCal review 
requirement discretionary, rather than mandatory, due· primarily to the 
challenges presented to DMH in r~tafu.ing clinicians to perform such reviews. 

33.~n th,e Department later assumed this obligation and after the- imposition of 
the receivetship~ it retafued independent. clinicians, i.e. clinicians not employed 
by the Department. to perform this function. 

34. During the receivership, withtbeapproval of the Receiver and )Re, and as a 
condition that the Receiver imposed for Level III certification, DDS ~ed the 
independent clinicians to begin reviewing behavior treatment plags for 
individui:tls who. had. been at JRe for over three years. rather than. ·at the time of 
admission. This decision was based both upon the relative dearth of cliQicians 
able to review tfeatment plans, and the desire to put such expertise to use- for 
those individuals who wete not being "faded" from the Level In aversive 
intervention )R.C administered using a Graduated Electronic Decelerator 
r'GEn', or updated GED-4 manufactured by ,ffl.C. The· GED/GE0-4 are 
devices used to deliver contingent skin shocks to individUals. The niost 
commonly used aversive procedure at JRe is the contingent skin shQCk. 

35. Independent tIiIiicialis, hired under contract with Mclean Hospital, conducted 
reviews ofi:ndividuaJs Who received Level III interventions for a period Qfthree 
years and be~ to attend case conferenCes, with tQe individual service 
plannini team. clinicians and family or guardian, to discuss the treatment plan. 
Thes~ were referre4 to as '~"year case conferences" for JIlQse individuals. 

36. In the last several years, two independent clinicians nDt employed by the 
Depa,rtmept have attended case cDnferences and issued reports to the court 
ward counsel, DDS, the individUal's parent or guardian, the indivi~'s I~P 
team. c.oordinator regarding the individual treatment plans . 

37. The Co~nwealth haS expended approximately $22,715 per YQar in fees to. 
these independent clinicians. . 

Participation by the Department in Indhidual SupPOrt Planning 

38. Individuals receiving residential services funded by the Department ate entitled 
to an individ~ support plan ("ISP"). The 42 Massachusetts residents who .are 
receiving adult seMcesat JRC funqed by the Department each have ~ annual 
ISP. 

39. DDS service coordinators (case managers) attend apnuallSP meetings along 
with the individual"s· other ISP team members, including the individuals' 
guardian(s) Dr family members,. and staff from JRe that support the individuaL 

40. When individuals at JRC "age~ut" of special education service and become 
eligible fDr lhe Department's services at ~e age of 22, DDS service 

3 An ISP is an individualized written plan for services or supports for an individuai receiving services or 
supportS provided, purchased or arranged by the Department. See 115 CMR 2.0 1. 
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~oordinators and other Department staff work with th~ individtial and his or her 
~ or guardians to consider what i~ the roost appropriate p~emellt for the 
individual. 

41. Several individuals ~ve successfully ~tioned trom JRC to other, less 
re$ictive providerS'. see· discussion below at Ttl 105-106. 

Contracts. for Serviees between the Department and Be 
42. Pursuant·to the Settlement Agteemen~ Part F, , 2~ "[t]he Department of Mental 

Health, the Office for Children-(UOFC"), arid all stat~ placement and funding 
agencies shall give [JRe] eqlUll' considera.tion With all ot}ler Prl~ pmviders.· 
for new clients referred for private placeIilent by state agencies." 

43; Thro.ut the period of th~receivership anCl continuing to'the present, the 
Departnient has co1i1:r8cted with IRe to . fund the placement of many of the 
original members of t}J.e class who filed suit to. retain their services at )RC. 

44. The Department has also funded individuals placed at IRC dUring thE; 
receivership through Local Education Authorities ("LEAs"). 

45. The Department has also _ contracted with JRe to provide resjgenti~ and 
"respite"· (short-term) services that do not involve the use of aversive 
in~entions. 

Licensing 

46, The Settlement A~ment provided that "[u]pon the execution of this· 
agreement, the outstanding OFC liCenses for the operation of [JRe's] residential 
facilities shall be restored. These licenses shall not be revoked without the 
approval pf the CoUrt ~r until such time as DMH licens~s [JRC]." S¢tt1ernent 
Agreement, Part C, , 1. 

47. With respect to li~ing) the Deparlnlent's Office of Quality Management 
("OQM") is responsible for licensing all services and supportS offered to 
persons With intellectUal disability, <J.L. ch. 19B §15; 115 CMR 7.00 et seq., 
8.00etseq. . 

48. OQM is responsible for licensing· IRC's residential piograins (homes).and its -
day.prow.:am for aQuIts with intelIec~ diSability, including these programs at 
JRC. (DEEC licenses the residential sit~ foi' childre~.) 103 CMR ~.030· el seq. 
The DepartJn,en~ of Elementary Education (''DESE'')is responsible for 
certifying the JRC's special educational (Chapter 688) programs. G.L. ch"71B. 

49. JRC currently has 16 adultresidentiaI program sites. 

50. I understand that JRe also has approximately 20 residential sites for ~hi1dren, 
defined as any home, with any individual under the age of 18 residing-in the 
home, which are licensed by the DREe. 

51. During and after the termination of the receivership) and in light of the history 
of disputes betWeen JRC and what ~ then the Department of Quality 
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Asswance) th~. OQM licensing survey focused on the conditions for licensUre 
applicable to all providers serving indivicJ.uals wit,h intellectual <Usability_ 
Compliance with ·the- regulations pertaining to behavior management has ~ 
addressed by the. Level ill Certification Team4• and. not by OQM, . 

52. Since. the end of the. receivership, OQM staff has wolked closely with JRe to 
a9dress issu~ in the licensure procesS, and, despite· concerns expressed about 
the restrictiveness of the environment and JRC's'p~tices (as set forth below in 
W 63·80) the Department ha,s consistently licensed ]Res residential and day 
progi:ams. 

53. On July 5. 2006,. two :months before the termination of the receivership, the 
. Department issued a two-year license to me .. By statute and regulatlon,a two 
. year license'is the longest period for which a license is awarded. At'the ~e (?f 

that rev'iew, JRC provided services to 2')0 adults and children in its programs. 
Although JRe earned a two-year license, there were areas needing correction 
which were adCkessed by the Department in a F'ollow-,up Report to me on 
November 6, 2006. Of five areas addressed by the FoIiow-Up Report as 
needing correction, one was found to be ''Not Corrected", and three were found 
to be "Partially Corre~Wd." On March 20, 2007, the Department conducted an 
Area Office Review. of those areas the Follow-Up Rqx>rt had found were nQ~ 
~Ily corre~d. The review found some improvement amOng the areas · of 
concern, but not enough to ft,illy ~rrect the. outstanding deficiencies. the 
findings of the Area Office Review did not lrlrect the issuance of oft two-yeat 
license to JRC. 

54. On January 9, 20095, JRC received a conditiotuil one-year license' from the 
Department. At the time, the total n~ber. of adldts" IU,lq school-aged children at 
JRC ("the JRe census'') bad decijn.ed to approximately 180. Concerns about 
some practices~ including JRC's practice. of requiring individuals to remain at 
the JRC central location, as opposed to returnlng hOIQe in the afternoon and 
early evening. were identified as issues in this licensing survey, as were other 
restrictive practices such as mandatory bedtime and bedchec~ restrictions on 
talking, and not alloWing deviation from the food menu.6 Areas needing 

4 The role of the Level ill Certification 'Team is to conduct revi~ws of ~veJ ni intem.rltions 
(aversives) by certified providers for compliance with Department regulations, and. coI,1Sistency with 
professional standards. See also paragraphs 57-80. JRC is the only provider ~ the Cqmmon~th 
certified to provide; Level III interventions. 

5 Department regulations provide.tbat ifa provider timely submits an application with OQM Pr:ior to 
the expiration of their existing lij:ense they are deemed to be operating with a. Valid license .during the 
renewal process. JRC sulJmitted·a timely app&ation prior fu the expiration oftbe license issued in 
July 2Q06. S~ 1\5 CMR 8.03(6). 

60n or about February 3, 2009, JRC' filed a request for reconsideration of the one-y~ IicCosure 
award. in response, on March 20, 2009, OQM issued a revised provider report; the revisions contained 
in the March report did not impact the overail summary OJ' outc;ome ofme licens~ survey. On April 
27,2009, JRe filed a second request forrec()nsideration on procedural grOlmds. OQM conducted a 
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correction were addrelJsed in OQM's follow-Up Report to JRe dated May 13, 
2009. (jf twenty-two areas addressed by the Follow-Up Rewrt as needing 
<;onectiOD, three, we~e found to be"Corrected'~~ seventeen were found to be 
"Partially Corrected", QDe Was found to ~, ~'Noi Corrected~', 3I)done was 
deferred to the· Level ill Certification Team. 

55. On Januaiy 4; 2010, JRe ~ejved a two-year li~e from the Department At 
this time. JRC's census had intreased · to 205. OQM'$ Follow-Up Report 
Il!idreS$ing areas needing correction was senl to JRC on or about March 18; 
2010. Of ten areas addressed by the Follow .. Up Report ~needing .corr~OlJ. 
tw~ W~ fotmcl to be "Corrected", six were found to be "Partially Corrected", 
.and two were fOUIid to hIP ''Not Corrected!t, Th~ Follow-Up Report did not 
recommend any further review or follow. up, bUt did infOIm JRe that the areaS 
which ~ined ~corrected or partially corrected would. be the subject of 
evaluation during the neXt licenSing sUrvey~ 

56. Most r~ntly~ on January 18.2012, JRe was awarded another two-year license .. 
At the time of ~ licensing report thaf: cuJminated in this two-y~'license, 
JRC's census waS 234 adults and children. 

Level m Program CertifiCation Review 

57. With regard to Behavior Modification, and as set forth in. the. Department's 
re~ons, it is the p~e of the Department to "assure the dignity, health and 
safety of its clients .... It is the Department's eXpectation that strategies used to 
modify the behavior of clients will not pose a si~ficailt risk of harm to clients 
and will not be unduly ~st,rictive or intru,siye. Itideed. the Department believes 
that it is . both sound law and policy that in individual caSes the only procedures 
which n;lay be used are those which have been de.tennined to be the least 
restrictive or least mttusivealtematives." 115 CMR S.l4(I)(c). 

58. Level III interv~tions are: "[a]ny Interv~tion which involve,S the cOl;ltingent 
application of physical contact aversive stimuli such as spanking, slapping or . 
hitt;ing"; "Time Out wherein an individual is placed in a room alone for a period 
of time exceeding 15 minutes"; "[a]ny Intervention not listed in 115 CMR ~.l4 
as... a Level I or level II Intervention which is highly intxusive and/or highly 
restrictive of freedom of movement"; or "[a]ny Intervention- which alc;)D~ in 
combination with other Interventions, or as a result of multiple applications of 
the same .InterVentions poses· a significant risk of physical or psycgQlo~cal 
harm to the individual." 115 CMR S .. 1 4(3)(d)1-4. 

59. The Departmenes regulations, 115 CMR ~.14, permit the use of aversive (Level 
III) interventions for individuals- who, as of September 1; 201I, had a court-
apPl'Oved substituted judgment behavior treatinent plan involving the use of 
such aversives. 115 C.M.R 5.14. These interventiOns are consi~ered the most 
intrusive of all behavior management techniques, and are therefore subject to 

review of the licensing process and ~sponded to JRe on June 2,2009 With a detennination tIUU the 
licensing process was ~ from substantive error .. 
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the requirements of 115 CMR 5.14~ including that theirtterventiQDs used be the 
"least. restrictjve" required and, ~t they are used muy after oth~ treatment 
measures have been exhausted. . 

60. Regulations further provide that 
Level ill AVetmrc Interventions that are allowed uD4er 115 CMR. 5.l4( 4)(b)4 
:play ~ used omy tQ address extraordinarily difficult or dangerous behavioral 
problenis that significantly interfere With apptopria~ behavi~r and or ihe 
leaming of appropriate and useful skills. and that have senoU$1y harmed Qf are 
likely to seriously hann the individual or others. 

115 C.M.R. 5.l4(4)(b)(8). 

61. ALevel III program must be "certified7t by the Dtpartmei1.t aDd must Iile~t all 
the requirements set forth in its regulations. llS· CMR, 5.14{f). Prior to the 
receivership, al~ during the receivership, and after tAe ~rmination of the 
receivership. the Department (and at relevant tUnes, the Receiver) appointed a 
Level ill certification team consisting of both legal experts ~d experts in the 
field of intellectual disability and behavior management to review JRC's Level 
m (aversive) programs. Tliis review was in addition to court apprQval ' of any 
such treatnlent plan through substituted judgment. The prima'ry plltpose of the 
review.. w~ and is to ensure compliance with the Pepartment's regulations, with 
partictilar attention to the regulatory requirements found at 115 GM.R 5,14. 

62. Upon infonnation and· belief, during tl,Ie period of the receivetship~ the court-
appointed Receiver, retired Judge LaWrence T. Pereira, formed two ~el ill 
Certification Teams to review JRC's program - one in 1997 mid a second in 
2002-2003" 

63. In 1997. the Team cOll$isted of: aphysician~ Curtis ProU:t M.D; two 
psy~holQgi~, Philip· ~vendusky, Ph.D and John Daignault, Psy.D. (Dr. 
Daignault was a1~ the ComtMomtor); anc;:l the Receiver's co,unsel, An~ H. 
Maislen, Esq. This Certification Team reviewed a sample of twelve (12) 
individuals and their behavior treatment programs at JRC, reviewed, documents 

, at JRC, interviewed staff and clinicians and observed individuals on site. On 
NovemJler 13, 1998" the Commissioner adopted the Report and 
Recommendations of the Level ill Certification Team to certify JRe for a 
peri04 of two· years. subject to six (6) .ConditionS imposed upon JRC. See 
R~rt of the C~fication Team ,on the Application of the Judge Rotenberg 
Educational Center for Level ill Behavior Modification Certific;rtion, October 
14,1998 (1998 Report). (A Copy.ofthis Report is attached hereto as Exhibit 3.) 

• 1. Consult with, a medical records expert to assist in synthesizing :recorded 
data·.in a meaningful and accessible form. See ex. 3 at p. 86. . 

• 2. Institute quarterly internal reviews for all students receiving Level III 
interventions and integrate such reviews with court ordered reviews. Id. at 
p.86, 
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• 3. for stud~nts who have received Level ill interveritions for three years~ 
independent cIinician,s will present their fi~dings in a case c.onference and 
will submit a final ·report including the rationale· for continuing or 

, diSContin,uing ~vel ill. iniervention$. Id. at,p. 87. 

ft 4. Institute a scheduling system to insure ad~uate time offfor doctoral level 
psychologists and institute· mandatOry . yearly continuing education 
requirements. Id. at P. 87. 

~ 5. JRe will add a ~uffi.cient number of clini~iaIl;S to · the Peer Review 
Committee (PRC) to permit the required number of non-trea~ clinici8JlS 
to 1'8$5 on every proposed plan. Id. at p. 87. 

• 6. JRe will add a physician or nurse and a.psychologist to its Human Rights 
Committee. Id.at p.S7. 

64. In 2002-2003, this Certification Team consisted of~ CllI1is Prout, M.D.; two 
psychoiogists, Dennis Upper, Ph.D. and Mark Fridovich, Ph.D. (Dr. Frido.vich 
W8$ also Deputy Commissioner of the Department); Elliot A. Beruschof the 
Department's OQM~ Tom Amer. the Department's Director of H~ Rights; 
aQ.d the Receiver's new Counse4 Maureen Curran, Esq. The 2002-2003 
Certification Team also reviewed a ~ple of twelve indi~dualsand their 
·behavior treatment programs at JRe. reviewed documents at JRC~ interviewed 
staff and clinicians and obServed individuals·onsite. 

65. On or aooutDecembet 29,2003, the Receiver adopted the Team's Report, and 
Recommendations and issued a two-year certification effective Janllary 1, 2004 
subject to eleven conditions an4 two ·.recommendations. See Report of the 
Certification Team on the Application· of the Judge Rotenberg Educational 
Center for Level m Beh;wiol' Modification Certification, December 29. 2003. 
(2003 Report). (A copy of this Report is attached hereto as Exhibit 4.) Five of 
the conditions were Similar to or the ·· same as those identified in, the Report 
adopted on Novembet13, . 1998. 

•. 1. Integrate all relevant documents into a single complete behavioral plan. 
See ·ex. 4 at p. 108. Compare with 1 63(1). 

• 2. IndividualiZe. integrated 'behavioral plans by including (a) comprehensive 
functional analysis, (b) conditiom; for t~on of ititervention. (c) assess 
and determine applicability of alternative tr~~nt options.·· (d) 
individualize criteria for plan revision and tennination, and eliminate 
generic interventio~. from behavior pI~. ~d .. at p, 109. 

• 3. Continue quarterly internal individualized reviews for individuals 
receiving Level ill interventions. ·Id . . at; p. 109. Compare with ,. 63(2). 

• 4. Utilize computerized charting of negative ~haviors to measur~ 
educational goals as a proxy for quality of life assessment. Id. at p. 109. 
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~ s. Stmcture discharge plans involving fading for students leaving JRC and 
develop fading programs fo~ students remaining at iRc which fucllitate 
community integration of the student. 1<1. at pp. 109-110.. 

• 6. feer Review Committee shall document an~ discqss· each 
recommendation of iildependent clinjcians and psychologiSt; maintain 
minutes of recommendations and rationale. Id. at p. i 1 O. . 

• 7. for students who have received Le\rel ill interventions fort:bree years. 
independent clinici~ will present th~ir findings in .ft ~ conference and 
will submit a final repOrt including the Btit>nale for contiiluing or 
discontinuing Level ill interventions. Id. at p. 110. Compare with , 63(3). 

• 8. lDstirutea scheduling system to. insure adequate time off for doctoral level 
psychologists and institute mandatory yearly continuing e4uc;ation 
requirements. Id. at pP., llO-HI. Compare With 163(4). 

• 9. Add psychologist tolluman RightS 'ConuWttee (HRC); JRC. will 
document diaiog'between JRC and HRC in its minutes. Id at p. 111. 

• 10 . .;IRe ~or plans must be consistent with Department regtilations to 
i.nsm'e that Level ill interventions olily are used "to ~dress. extiaordhuuily 
difficult or dangerous behavioral problems that significantly interfere with 
apPtQpri~ behavior and ()r the learning of app}'Opriate and useful skills and 
that have seriously harmed or are likely to seriously harm the' indiviquat or 
others,n in accordance with department regulations [115 CMR 
5~14(4)(b)(5)] •. JRC must make a clear showing of necessity and document 
the basis for using Level ill intervention for behaviors that do not meet the 
regulatory standard. Id atp. 111. 

• 11. Docwnent the rationale for iinposmg limitations on personal 
possessions. funds. and visitation; document teaehingand · plaJilling to 
eliminate the need for such restrictions. Id. at p.lli • 

., ReCommendations: (1) JRC should continue to strive to reduce the interval 
be~n the obs~rvBtion of dangerous behavior and the implementation of 
the level III aversive. (2). DDS shoUld c~>Dtinue to monitor whether it is 
neceSsary to appoint an independent clinician to the PRC. Id. at~. 112. 

66. Upon infoIDlation and belief, the next Level ill Certification Tea.n was 
appointed by my predecessor-Commissioner on or about November 2006. This 
Team consisted of: Dr. Philip LevenduSky, a licensed psychologjst and Director 
of outpatient services 'at McLean HospiW in Belmont. Mas'sachllsetts; a 
psychiatrist with experience in the field of intellectual disability, Dr. Edwin 
Mikkelson, M.D.; Lauren Charlot, Ph.D., Assistant.· Professor Department of 
:psychiatry, Univ~rsity of Massachusetts Medical School; Thomas- Anzer. the 
DDS Director for Human Rights; Bruce LaFlamme. LICSW, a surveyor from 
the Departmenfs Office of Quality Enhanc~ment; and an As!!istant General 
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Counsel, Andrea Maislen.7 This Level m certification Team includ~ two 
prior members of the Level ill Certification engaged by the Receiver;s Office: 
Dr. Levenciusky and Attorney Maislen. Staff from DEEe who ha4 newly 
become ~sPQnsible for licensing any JRC homes with children under 18, 
requeSted to be included in the Certification T~'s site vjsits and interviews at 
JR,C to better understand the Level ill aversive issue~ They did not participate. 
in evaluating the program. 

67~ The 2006-2007 Certification Team reviewed a sample of fifteen indjVi~w#s and 
their behavior tteatm.ent 1>1'ograrns at me, reviewed documents at JRe, 
interviewed staff and· ciiiriciaris aJid observed individuals on site. On or about 
Dec.emb.er 17,2007, I a4o~d the Team's Report aIld RecommendatloJl$. JRC 
was awarded a one-year certification With cpnditions at that time. See Report of 
tbe Certification team on the Application oithe Judge Rotenberg Educational 
Center for Level DI Behavior MOOification Certification. December 17, 2007. 
(2007 Report). (A copy of this Report is attached hereto as Exhibit 5.) 

68. This 2006-2007 Certification Report imposed eight conditions: 

• 1. Develop a single, integrate4 · behavior ~eatment plan for each student 
subject to Level ill interVention and submit a sample report to the 
Department. See. ex. Sat p. 146. Compare with ~1 63(1) and 65(1). 

• 2" Limit the· number of problem behaviors included in any single: category 
in the behavior treatment plan and develop a protocol to limit the frequency 
with which behaviors . ~ recategori~ for pQlP08e$ of changing the 
tteatnieIi~ response. Ex, 5 at p. 146. 

• 3. Individwilize integrated behavioral plans by mcluding (a) comprehensive 
functional analysis, (b) conditions for tennination of an in~ention, (c) 
assessment of feasible· treatment altetnatives and the coilClusiQns for 
treatment choice, (d) evaluation of' a broader range of non-aversive 
alternative treatments, (e) individualized criteria for plan revision and 
termination, and eliminate generic interventions Rom behavior plans. Id at 
pp. 146-147. Compare with 1 65(2). 

• 4. Continue quarterly internal individualized ~views for . individ~s 
receiving Level· m interventions ami in all future plans: include the rationale 
for increasesldecr~s in effectiveness ofijSe of Level ill intervention and 
articulate the-rationale for continuing use of Level m interventions. Ex.. 5 at 
p. 147. Compare with '163(2) and 65(3). 

• 5. Utilize' corp.puterized. charting of negative behaviors ~ measure 
educational goals as· a proxy for quality of life assessment and design a 
similar ~stem. for tracking replacement behaviors. Ex. 5 at p. 147. 
Compare with 1 64(4). 

7 Attorney MaisIen had previously served on the Team when employed as an attomeyfor the Receiver. 
After oisc;losUre of her priorrepresentlition, JRe agreed to allow ber to serve on the Team. 
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• 6. Structure diScharge plans involving fading for studen~ leaving JRC 8ll-d 
develop fading progr~ for students remaining at JRe \'lhich facilitate 
community integration of the. studetit. JRC will submit oil a quarterly b&$is 
behavior pians ofsiudcnts scheduled, to leave JRe and behaviot plans fotall 
stUdentS that JRC bas been fading the use of Level m'aversives. Ex. S at p. 
147. Compare with ~ 65(5). 

• 7~ JRC ~havior pl~ must ~ consistent with Department regulationS to 
insure that Level ill interVentions only are used "to ad~ ex~~ly 
cJifficuIt Or dangerous be~vioral problems that si$Ilificantly intetfere' with 
appropriate behavior and/or the l~ing 9f appropri~ and useful skills apd 
that they have seriously banned or are likely to setjously hann ~e 
individual or otherS/' in accordance With department regulations [115 CMR 
5.14(4)(b)(5»). JRC must make a clear showing of necessity ami provide a 
rationale . related to the analysis of the function of the behavior and 
dOcument data that shows a dir!=ct linlc ,betwe~ the belliLvior and the ~ct 
harmf.W outcomes or utilize less restrictive Jilt~entioDS to address the ' 
behavior. ax. 5atpp. 147-148. Compare. with , 65(10). 

• 8~ The DDS COIllitli$sioner mU$t appoint one or more me.mbers, to the Jilt 
P~r Review and Human Rights Committees.· Ex. 5 at p. 1 ~8. 

69. This Certification Team tequjred· IRe 'to ~~mit,fifteen behavior treatment plans 
each quarter to monitor .iRes compliance with the Conditions. 

70. JRG submitted a new application for cerUfiC$io.n of it$ Level III pwgram on or 
about October 2008. 1 agam.appointed a Level III Certification Team. 
CQnsisting of: Dr. Levendusky; Dr. Mikkelson; Dr. Charlot; Thomas Anzer; 
Bruce LaFlamme,; and Andrea Maislen. At the request of :,Re, an attempt was . 
made to. add an expert in applied behavior analysis to the Certification Team. 
Dr. Michael' Cam~on was eJ:lgaged. however. he ultimately was unable to 
participate as a member of the ~. . 

71. The 2008-2Q09 Certifi~ation Team revie~, a sample of nineteen individuals 
and tliefr behavior treatment programs at JRe, revieweddocumen.ts. at JRC. 
jntervi~wed staff and Glinicians, and 'observed individuals on site. This Team' 
concluded that the cond,itions ~posed by ~e 2006-2007 TeaID. had not been 
complied with; therefore in May, 2009, I issued JRe- a six"IIlonth certification 
wiu. condi.tions. After another monitoring review, again based upon theTeam's 
Report, I issued a second six-month certification on October 2; 2009. At tl;tat 
time. the Team commended JRC for its ''progress~' in certain areas, but 
recominended a perlod of close oversight to ensure that JRe continued to make 

. progress in complia11ce. . 

72. Although it was my experience as. both a commissioner and· court monitor· that 
failure to substantially comply with imposed cOnditions of Certification would 
ordinarily ~t in a doo.eitifi~tion. given the ,extensive history oflitigation and 
receivership, and in the exercise of "good faith," I extended JRC!s Level III 
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certification ~eral times to allow them a,dditional time to comply with the 
conditions . . 

73. JRe submitre.d aD(~tI;ter Level iIi Certification application on October 30~2009. 
The ·same Level m Team ~asked to review this appli~on and on 1uly 12. 
2010, :3fter reviewing the Team's Certification Report, I issued the RepOrt and 
sent it to mc, certifYing JRC for 60 days. See Report of the Certification Team 
on the Application of the Judge Rotenberg Educational Cen,ter 'for Level HI 
Behavior Modification Certifi~tion, ,uly 12,2010. (2010 Report). (A copy of 
this Report is attached hereto as Exhibit 6.) 

74. After reviewing sample plans submitted by JRe, the Team again identified eight 
Conditions With which JRe 4ad to c;omply to remain .~rtifled to administer 
Level ill interventions. . Once again, primary issues of cOncern wer~: the 
grouping together ofnon-Hke ~baviors in categories to be targeted with. Level 
m interventions; use of Level III interventionS to treat minor behaviors·; content 
of the functional behavioral cuWyses, including failure to address contextual 
factors in behavior; and the failure· to teach "replacement behaviors." 

75. JRC was required to submit a progress report concertiing its compliance With 
these Conditions withitt 45 days, and every 45 days thereafter until fully 
compliant. IRe's certification was extended 60 days to allow thein to do so. 
On ,Au~ 9. 2010,IRC submitted its response, tit1~ "JRC's Cotrective Action 
PIan and·Response to the DDS LeVel ill Certification Report of July 12, 2010. 
A copy of this response is attached hereto as Exhibit 14. 

76. On November 4. 2010, DDS approved IRC'$ CQ~tive Action PLm 
conditioned upon IRe submitting a sample behavior treatment pIan for 
approval. I ag~ extended Certification fQr 60 days, to January 3. 2011. Atthis 
tiine. and With IRe's knowledge and approval; I also apwinted an additional 
lllember to the team, Dr; Christopher Fox, a licensed dactora11evel psychologist 
who i~ certified in Appl~ed Behavioral Aru!lysis and bad ,over 30 years' 
experi~nce in providing behavioraltreabiient to individuals with intelleCtual and 
<?ther disabilities. Dr. F()x works, for the PepartIllent. 

77. OnDecembet 19, ,2010, JRC submitted its fil'st 4S-day progress report. On 
J~ 5, 2011,. the Team responded to mc's 45~ay }Togress R,epo~ stating 
that while progress had been made, JRC was still noncompliant. I again 
extended certification 45 days to allow IRe to come into comp~iance; JRC 
responded With a 45-day progress report dated J?ebruary 3, 2011. and a demand 
for arbitration under the Deace. (A CQPY of that Fel?iuaty 3, 2011 letter is 
attached h~o as exhibit 16.) A similar letter and den;umd was. submitted on 
March 18,2011. (A copy of that MarCh "18, 2011 letter, witJtout the .referenced 
enclosures, is attached hereto as,exhibit 17.) On March 28,2011, DDS granted 
JRC another 45-d~y .certification to give it tUne to come into full compliance. 
IRe again demanded arbitration, am on or about May 3. 2011. the Department 
notified JRC. that it would engage in mediation with Judge Lawrence. T. Pe~ 
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78,. The mediation process lasted for over one year aftet which the parties agreed 
that they would tenninate the ~ediatiQJ;l through IRC's. filing of , a new 
application for Level ill certification on September 4. 2(H2. me also agreed to, 
~lirninate several a$Pec,ts of its aversive prQgramming: the Contingent or 
Specialized Food Program, BehavioI'!ll Rehearsal Less,ons (BRLS) anc;I 
Automatic Negat;ive Renuorcement (ANR). (A CQPY of me's Application 
dated September 4,2012, without.the en~losuresreferencecfth~in, is at;1$hed 
hereto as Exhibit 15.) , . ' . 

'79. JRe submitted a new application for certification of its Level m program on or 
about September 4" 2012. In its application, as- in prior applications and 
responses to the Level ill certification reports issued by the Department, JRC 
asserted fuiI 'compliance with the Department's regulations as well as the 
Settlement Agreement, and reserved its rights under the Settlement Agreement. 
I again apPointed a Level III Certification Team, consisting of: Dr. Levendusky; 
Dr. Mikkelson; Dr. Charlot, Dr. Christopher Fox, and Thomas ADzer. The 
2012-2013 Certification Team is in the process of reviewing a sample of 
thirteen individuals and their behavior treatment programs at JRC. reviewing 
40cuments at mc, interviewing staff and clinicianS, and obserVing individuals 
on site. . 

80. Although the Level III Certification Team has consistently identified serious 
issues in JRCts utilization of Level ill aversives, both. the Department and the' 
Certification Team have throughout this six-year pos~-receive¢rip period 
worked with JRC and its clinicians to attempt to bring JRC into compliance 
with the Department's regulations govetning Qehavior management. It should 
be noted that in each response that JRC has made to the Level 'III Team's 
reports. it has asserted that the Department's efforts to enforce compliance with 
its regulations violated the Decree;, anc). ¥s most recently, demanded arbitration 
on its own compliance. 

Monitoring Restraint Use 

81. The Pepartment's .regulatory monitoring of restraints at JRC includes oversight 
of emergency restraint practices, issuance of mechanical restraint waivers, and 
the review of individual restraint forms. . 

~2. The Department's Office for Hwnan Rights is delegated the: authority for 
oversight of the use of mechanical restraints in the community per DnS 
regulations. 115 CMR 5.1l(6)(bJ(2). For approximately 10 YeaI'$. the DDS 
Office for Human Rights ~ worked coOperatively with )RC in this regulatory 
oversight and , monitoring function ' to . ensure restraint practices at JRC ate 
appropriate and consistent with DDS regulations: 

83. Through the oversight and collaboration of the DDS Office for HliInan RightS 
with JRe. the utilization of waivers for the use of mechanical restraints at JRC 
has dropped dIamatically from earlier years and by 2008 there were only three 
short-term restraint waivers issued to JRe. Renewals of these shorHerm 
restraint waivers have been granted to. JRC by DDS as-needed. The utilization 
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of less ~ctive bebvioral strategies than restraint at JRC has been Jargely 
successful, although JRC has continued to incl~~ limitation of'movem~t or 
restraiIit as part of Level ill behavior plans for those already authoriZed to 
receive Level III aversiv~, In 2011, there was only one waiver issued for one 
individual with renewals between January and Aprilg'railted asileeded. 

84. With respect to the monitoring pf emergency restratnts at iRe, the. 
Department's Office for Ruman Rights bas developed, with JRC's ~istance, a. 
routine submission· p~ for the review of emergency restraint data. 
Monitqringemergeilcy restraints at JRC initially iIlvolv.~ a massive sUbmission 
~f paper e.ach month. A representative sampling of the p~r subIIiission would 
be reviewed by 14e Office for Human Rights to assess certain trends and factors. 
Through the oversight of the DDS Office for Human Rights, the Utilization. of 
emergency ~nts has decre8$ed sin~ the end of the receiversrup and there 
contmue to be ongoing discussions about the use of lesscoeicive approaches to 
de~scalation and the Prevention of unnecessary restraint at JRe facilities. 

ProlilWption of ReguiatiODS Prohibiting the Use. of Aversives 

8$. On June· 8. 2011. DDS issued a. notice' of its intent to amend its eXisting 
behavior modification regulations to prohibit the us~of Level ill aversives. In 
tesponsei on July 6, 2011, JRe notified DDS that of its position that· "[t]he 
Proposed Amendments. violate the 1986 Settlement Agreement between DDS 
and· •.. iRO" and "demand[ed]t;bat DDS immediately witll:draw the Pro~sed 
Amendments and cancel any public he8rlngs about same as they constitute acts 
of cO:t}tempt s~bjecting DDS. the Commonwealth; and responsible parties to 
COntempt s'anctions and penalties." (A copy of this July 6, 2011 letter is 
alt!!ched h~to as exhibit 7.) If DDS refused to withdraw the Proposed 
Amendment, JRe demanded aIbitiation. Id. at p. 185. On or about July 12, 
2011. the Department responded to me's claims of contempt. request for 
mediation and in$,istence on the withdrawal of the proposed regulatory 
amendments. CA copy of the DepartineDt's July 12, 2011 letter is attached 

. hereto as exhibit 18.) The Department encouraged IRe to :submit comment on 
the proposed amendments. Id. 

86. The Department condUcted two days of public hearings iIi venues a~ss the 
state. Itheard testimony and received wri.~ comments from nationa4 $tate anq . 
local disability advocacy organizations, human rights or~ons, clinicians 
and professio~s. serving ~dividuals with disabilities arid severe behavioral 
challenges, provider organizations, a uniQn whose m~bers serve individuals 
with disabilities, family membeIs of persons with intellectual. disabilities. autism 
and other disabilities with challenging behaviors. attorneys representing such 
individuals and others. . 

87. The overwhelming number of written comments received by the Department 
were in support of the proposed regulations. Of a total of 286 written commentS 
received" 271 were in support of the proposed regulations and 15 were· opposed 
to the proposed regulations. Of a total of97 .oral conu!lentS., 24 people ~mitted 
their co~ents in writing as well Of the 73 unduplicated oral conunents. 15 
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were in suppOrt and 56 W~ opposed to the proposed regulationS. All of the 
comments opposed to the regulations came from individuals affiliated with me 
including approximately 59 me employees, 2 attorneyS, 9 family members an~ 
one former student (Copi,es of all written comments received by the 
Department ate attached hereto as exhibit 8; copies of the transcripts from the 
two daysofpuhlic hearlng.are attached hereto as exhibits 9 and 10.) 

88. The Written comments received from national and state associations were 
Qyerwhelmingly in support of the proposed teguiations. Of particular note Were 
comments from the Presjcietit's Natioruil Council on Disabilities, the American 
Association on IntenectiJal and Developmental Disabilities (Massachusetts 
Chapter), the ARC of Massachusetts, the National Association of State 
Directors of Developmental Disability Services, the Asso'(iation of 
Oeyelopmentat Disability Providers, the Massachusetts Developmental 
Disabilities COWlcil, MA AdvoCates S~ding Strong, the Pr.ovid~ Council, 
t ASH and many others. None of the oral or written comments received front 
IJational or state organi~tions opposed the proposed regulations. To the limited 
extent that the written comments, other than those. receive<! from people 
affiliated with }RC. disagreed with the proposed regulation. ~ey did so Dilly 
because the regulation imposed' only a prospective ban on aversives, rather than 
an outright ban. See, e.g.~ exhibit 8. at pp. 367-375, 447-451, 586-608, 673-
675~ 681-683.105-719.722-72'3. 

89; In its TeSpanseto public comments; the DepartIIient noted that &S of the Oct()ber 
14. 20U publication of its comments, a review of the other forty-nine states and 
the District of Columbia indicated that 21 state~ specifically "ban" or p~ohjbit 
aversive interventions through statutes, regulation or policy: Alabama, ArizOna, 
Arkansas~ Colorado. Connecti'eut, District pf Columbia, Florid~ Illinoisj Indiana, 
Maryhlnd. Michigan. Missouri, Mon~ Nevada. New Mexico, Oklahoma. 
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Dakota; Vermont, aM WashiIigton. Ollr review 
further indicated that other states have infonnally adopted practices of using only 
positive supports and, in practice, have banned the USe of aversive interventicms. 
We located no state whose practice includes the use of aversives streh as contjng~nt 
skin shock. 

90. A complete· and 8.Cf;urate SUmrilary of the oral and vvntten coIIUDents was 
publi~lrposted at http://www.mass.gov/e6hhslgov/departmentslddsl. 

Behavioril Treatment of Per SODS with Intellectupl Disabilities in Massachusetts 

91. Th~ Department provides residential services to over 900 individuals, many 
with severe behavioral cha1leng~ in its state-operated community syst~m. 
None of these programs utilize Levei ill interventions. 

92. The Department ~~tly operates ij,ve (5) ICFs with a total ~ of 552 
individuals: the Hogan Regional Center. the Glavin Regional Center~ the 
Templeton Developmental Center, the Wrentham Developmental Centetand the 
Fernald Developmental Center. 
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93. At the Hogan Regional Center in Hathoqle; Mass~husetts. the Department 
operates a Stabilization Unit fot individuals with serious behavioral problems, 
inclUding self-injQrious behayior (Sm) and aggressive behavior that po'ses a 
threat of physical harm to the individual or otheIS. 

94. The Stabilization Unit is staffed with psychologists, medical and nUrsing staff, 
and direct care staff specially ~<;d in the treatinent of individuals with serious 
behavior problems which pose a serious threat to 'the individual and others. 
Level m int~rvenpons 8J"e ~pt used at Hogan. 

95. The Glavin Regional Cen.ter in ShreWsbUry also provides intensive behavioral 
supports to inCUviduals with intellectual diSabilities' arid SQtnc' of the most 
challenging behaviors, irtcludingsevere aggression, severe sm, PICA behayiol,' 
(the persistent ingestion of non-nutritional substances), and forensic behaviors. 
The Glavin Regional Ce~tei' does not utilize Level. III interventions. Likewise; 
Level ill interventions are not used at the Templeton Developmental Center or 
the FeIIlald Developmental Center. . 

96. The Dep8rtment also provides residential and day supPorts to thousands of 
individuals' with serious. behavioral challenges through its provider system. 
Among the Department's 300 prOvide~ are several thai specialize in providing 
supports to persons with severe behaviotal problems. Providers such as Amego, 
Inc. and Community Resources for Justice, SJX'Cialize in providing ~identia1 
and other supports to individuals with severe behavioral problems Without the ' 
use of Level ill interventions. 

97. These providers 'use priinarily' behavior planning, positive behavioral Supports, 
staff training, environmental controls ant'l where. appropriate, medicatioIl; to 
teach individuals how to S'Ucc~ssfully control or· regulate their own behavior. 

98. Under the Department's current tegulatioDS; a proVider must be authorized 
Qefore it may use Level II or Level III aversive .interventions. 

99. Level II aversive interVentions may include "contingent application of 
unpleasant sensorystlmuli such ·as. loud noises. bad tastes, bad odors. 01" other 
stimuli which elicit a startle· response['1" short delay of meal, or time out up to 
15 minutes. 115 C.M.R 5 .. 14 (3)( c): 

100. Although Permitted by regulation, no DDS-funded provider other than JRC ~ 
"contingent application of unpleasant sensory stimuii such. ~ loud noises; bad 
tastes. bad odors or other stiInuli whlch elicit a startle response[,)'" or "short 
delay of meal.n . Soine providers are authorized to use a "time oui up to. 15 
minutes." liS C.M.R 5.14 (3)( c). 

101. As explained aboVe, Level m aversive interventions are permitted. to be used by 
providers who are certified by the Department only for individuals whb had a 
substituted judgm~t treatment plan that included Level III aversiv(: 
interventions as of September 1, 2011. 

102. Currently. and throughout my tenure as Commissioner, the Department has 
received applications for and certified only two providers to utilizc· Leve~ III 
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interventioD.$: .ntC and the Wrentham Developmental Center.. The Wrentham 
Developmental Center formerly used a Level III mterVenti(m of time--out: greateF 
than 15 minut(:S ' for one person;' currently, it does not use any Level rn 
interverition. 

103.. As of January 17;2013 JRC had a total student population of232; of those. 86 
students had c1lrr.ent court-approved treatment pianS ~t authorized the ~ 'of 
Level III interventions. 

104. n:. its, co~unity system and iil its $.te facilities, the Deparbnent provides care 
and treatment to individuals with as, severe <ijSabilitic;s and as difficult 
(ag~ive .sm) behaviors as individuals at JRC. ' 

105. From January 1, 2007 to tile pre,sent, the Department hastransferre4 seven (7) 
individuals from JRC to community or its ICFs successfully. In all cases but ' 
one, those individuals were suc~fuUy transitioned from treatment with 
aversives to treattnentwithoutaversiveS. 

lQ~. A p~ obstacle to transitioning individuals who are receiving OED 
treatlnent from JRe to less ~ctive setting~ is that the individualS have a 
learned dependence upon the, GED to control their behaviors; 'they have no 
i~ternalized meth.ods to cont{oItheit behaviors. One indivichJal v.rh() w.as 
ira:nsitioned from mc would beg staff at his new placemeht to give him the 
QED in order to stop his behavioIaI outbursts. Although the dependence was 
eventually overcome, and the individual learned other inetliods of controlling 
his own aggressive or . self-destructive impulses, the transition period was 
characterized by a p¢od ofexplos~ve b~havior and he reqUir.ed months of close 
monitoring. 

107. An9ther obstacle 'to transitiQning individuals froni JRC to less restrictive 
settings can be the guardian's refusal to conSider any medication as an .adjunct 
to other behavioral treatment-. Some guardians have, had prior experiences with 
medication that have made them unwilling to corlS:ic:Jer any new medication or 
combination of me,dications that may proVe effective. One individual who had 
resided at. JRC for many years with the OED, and wh9se guardian refused any 
psychotropic medication even after a move from JRC to the Hogan Regional 
Center, had an ~successful1ransitiQn, 8IJ.d his guardians insisted that he return 
toJRC. 

108. There are other individuals who reside at JRe whose parents or guardians. refuse 
. to consider rion ... aversiye treatin~t options, ~t for whom the Department 

believes it coUld provide or arrange less restrictive placements without Level rn 
.interventions. 

The AUgust 2007 Incident &, Criminal Investigation 

109. On August 26,2007, a serious incident of abuse occurred at JRC involving'the 
erroneous application of over 77 applications of contingent skin shock to one 
student at JRC, and 29 applications to another. .. 
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110. The events that occurred were all captured by JRC on the video systelll. that JRC 
uses. to monitor sfudents' behavior. 

111. JRe issued a "cortective action plan" following the incident, in whjch certain 
changes.were made to ~C's policies. 

112. After the reporting of the August 26, 2007 incidentt three agencies of th~ 
C.ommonwealth conducted investigations: DPPC pursuant to M.GL. cpapter 
19C (for disabled adults· age 18-59); DCF (for children under 18 years of age) 
pursuant to O.L. c. 51A; in corijunction with DEEC (resPQn,sible for lice~ing' 
JRe's children's ~idences). 

113. In 2008. EO~S also convened a group of psych910gists familiar with the 
treatment of individuals with intellectual disability, and extremely problematic 
behaviors and :mediCal doctors to consider, as a poliq matter, the efficacy of 
aversive treatment and its prevalence as a treafinent for persons With disabilities. 
The group met twice~ and Ultimately made recomm,endations to th~ ~retary of 
EQHHS that aversive treatment for' persons with disabilities was not the 
standard oreare. 

114. Upon infottnation aIu;1 belief,. at or around the same tirile the Attorney General 
convened. a grand jury to investigate the. August 26, 2007 incident for criminal 
wrongdoing, In May of 2011,. the:: grand j1lIY ~d an indictment, charging 
JRe's then-Executive Director. Dr. Mathew Israel, with ~rfering. with an 
investigation. by aIleg~y d~stroying the tape recording of the incident. Dr. 
Israel en~ into a Deferred Pro.secution A~ent and resigned on June 1, 
~Ot"l. . 

115. During the. period of criminal inyeSti.gation and pros,cC1ltion of the incident, the 
Department defen«i taking any action with respect to the incident. 

Deparbnent of Justice Investigation 

116. Moreover, I1~erous settlement agreement and remedies obtail1cdb)' DOl in 
major civil rights~ases regarding systems of Care for persons with intellectual 
and developmental disabilities reflect an emphasis on PBS anti prohibitions on. 
aversive. interv~ntions. See, supra. W 14-16. 

117. ConSistent with · the remedies .in those ca$eS, DOl sent the COmmonw~ a 
letter in May 2011 infonning the Commonwealth of an investigation regard.iitg 
wh~er its ·use of JRC ~ a S<:}rvice setting violated the fede,ral AmericaliS With 
Disabilities Act. (A copy of that letter is attached hereto as eXhibit 11;) 

Centers for Medicare and' Medicaid Services 

118. Likewise, in July 2012. the fedetal Centers. for Medicare and Medicaid Setvices 
("CMS") sent. ~ letter raising "serious conce,rns" about whether. the 
CommonWealth. was complying with. the requirement that it "protect the health 
and welfare. ·Qf" certain Mediclud participants with. mental retardation. (A copy 
of this July 2011letWr is attached he.reto as exhibit 12.) The letter observed that 
"[p ]ublished descriptions of aversive· interVentions and deprivation ~tU'eS 
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[at JRC] provide a picture of residential settings which cannot be characterized 
as 'hornt-like.' Aversive and intrqsive iJlterventions reportedly 4t~lude 
repeated ~d painful electric shock, potentially unnecessary restraint mid 
seclusion, and meal deprivatioIi.'s .d. at pp. 1111-1112. 

119. On or about December 14> 2012, eMS notified the Department that due t9 the 
fa,ct that individ'Qals fimded by the Department and for whom the Department 
.receives federal reimbursement (Fedetal Financial Participation, or "FFP',). 
were either receiving Level III aversive interventions, or receiving services in a 
setting in which Level ill interventions were authoriZed, the DepartlJleqt failed 
to satisfy the required federal assurances of health and safetY for ~ hqine and 
comm.~ty-based services waiver participants. (A c,opy of this December 14, 
2012 letter is ·attru"hed hereto as exhibit 13.) As a result, the DePartment cannot 
claim federal reimb~ment :for any of the services · delivered to individuals at 
JRe. contrary to the directive. o.f the Massachusetts Legislature to. "maximize 
federal reimbursement" for services. funded through its appropriation. 

Signed under the pains and penalties of petj\ll"Y, this: '{.,t. day of February, 2013. 

Elin M. Howe, Co~sioner 
Department of Developmental Services 
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